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I&#39;m J. Horton. I make movies that make money. This is how.
J. Horton is an incredibly prolific independent filmmaker and longtime friend of

 Lewton Bus, so when he recently started recording videos, sharing his experienc

es and knowledge, we knew we had to reach out to him. Here&#39;s the first insta

llment of what should be many!
I never had any desire whatsoever to make filmmaking how-to videos or YouTube co

ntent in general, but a few colleagues suggested that it might be a good way to 

promote the movies I&#39;m making. I thought, &quot;What the hell?&quot; So, I m

ade my first video. And you know what? It was really fun. Then it got a few view

s and some great feedback and I decided to keep going. It&#39;s fun sharing info

rmation and helping others through some of the things I&#39;ve had to struggle t

hrough as a completely independent filmmaker.
Which brings me to my first video.
Amazon Prime seemed like a good place to start.
This Amazon Prime Filmmaking video will help you to understand how Amazon Prime 

works for filmmakers and how you can use it to optimize your returns (ie, make m) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 28 Td (oney).

It&#39;s been a long road for me and my movies on Amazon Prime (Prime Video Dire) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 -4 Td (ct).

  I&#39;ve been using Amazon as a distribution platform since 2010, and over twe

nty of my feature films are up there. Documentaries, horror, drama, family... yo

u name it, I&#39;ve done it. In my first video on the subject, I take you throug

h my journey as a filmmaker and how I make money off of Amazon. Then I give a bu

nch of tips and tricks for you to optimize your movies as well.
We&#39;ve gathered 13 methods of spotting a fake Saint Laurent College Bag that 

will guarantee the purchase of a genuine YSL College Bag.
The authentic YSL logo boasts very nicely defined letters, with each letter bein

g equally sized and smoothly connected, giving the logo a dimensional look.
When examining the leather piece at the bottom of the authentic zipper, you&#39;

ll notice that it is super narrow, and its lettering is flawless in sizing, engr

aving, and coloring.
However, the replica part shows distinct differences.
 In contrast, the authentic label is flawless, showcasing impeccable stitching, 

coloring, and lettering.
Furthermore, the font of the replica label is different, appearing more square-l

ike and bigger than the original.
 They also often cover more space than they should, paint the button with black 

paint, and don&#39;t get the font right.
 Both luxurious brands have their staple items, and the price should not be the 

main component in deciding which brand is better.
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